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World peace is not so easy to achive... not as easy as what we thought it would be..We 

might blame our leaders that they are the reason why we can’t obtain peace in our own country.... 
We don’t have to blame our appointed leaders. But, we, ourselves we’re also involved .. just as 
what Mr. Richard Goode Founder, “2 Billion Voices for Peace" project, in Australia said “Peace 
is a gift, It is a gift we give to ourselves, And then to each other.” We can’t possibly obtain world 
peace if we can’t even have peace in us.. Why won’t we try this ... add peace in ourselves, then 
multiply them to others... and let’s spread peace throughout the world ! ..  

 
 “Most software today is very much like an Egyptian pyramid with millions of bricks piled 
on top of each other, with no structural integrity, but just done by brute force and thousands of 
slaves.”-(Allan Kay)  . I found this quote while i’m researching about software’s and 
programming..  and when I saw and read it... world peace, pops out of my mind.. I thought that 
countries are just like the pyramids in Egypt, piled up... the bricks that we’re piled up on top, are 
the strong countries, and that the other bricks that we’re piled below, we’re the independent, and 
poor countries... as slaves... what I am trying to  say is .. how could we get that world peace if 
we’re stepping each other? If we want always to be on top? If we want to be declared as the 
most powerful country? ..  
 

We have to help each other, stop building barriers, but build bridge insted... let’s build a 
bridge, and connect each other.. This is the key to open the door that leads to world peace that 
our forefathers aimed to reach.. .  
 

Why are we making weapons? Do we want to have: World Peace? Or World War.. come 
to think of it.. 

 
1 Thessalonians 5:15 
Make sure that nobody pays back wrong for wrong, but always strive to do what is good for each 
other and for everyone else. 
 
1 Peter 3:11 
They must turn from evil and do good;  
they must seek peace and pursue it. 



 


